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Here's a quick way to turn a One Time $19.95 into a daily income and at least 

 

  
Guaranteed to work for EVERYONE: 

A Powerful Breakthrough Discovery that has been repeatedly confirmed to perform 
successfully and automatically for the novice, for the lazy, for the un-motivated, even 

for the one who has never  made one red-cent online before.... REGARDLESS of the 
ECONOMY!  
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   NOW PRE-LAUNCHING!  

 
  

There are still positions At The Very Top! Get in right now and reap massively from the efforts 
of others! 

 

Earn Instant Income Daily.  

Increase it on Automatic every Month!  

Join Today and be up in profit in record time.  

Who Else Wants to Receive Frequent Cash  

with Very Little or Zero Effort?!  

From the desk of: Alexander Givens 
Date: November 27, 2011  

          Good day to you, my friend! Please accept my personal invitation. 

I can show you how to earn the money you and your family 
deserve. 

Just give me a few minutes and I'll prove to you how you can now, easily and legitimately, profit 



hand-over-fist on the Internet,  from the efforts of others. 

Imagine what it would be like to buy what you want, whenever you want. What it would be like to go 
anywhere you want, anytime you want.... I live where I want, buy what I want, go where I want. If that 
sounds good to you, I can show you how to do it, too! 

You'll discover how you can do this... and more... right here. 
 
The main key to online success is a proven passive income generator made on autopilot, and 

your Casherator System delivers you exactly that!  

Do I know it works? You bet I do. I did it, I'm doing it. My system works 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week. It makes money while I sleep. And it will do the same for you, just as it's done for other ordinary 
people looking to make Passive Recurring Money using the automated power of the Internet.  

Passive Income is money received on a regular basis, with little or no effort on your part 
required to maintain it. 

Now, compare this to what most people focus on earning: linear income, which is "one-shot" 
compensation or payment in the form of a fee, wage, commission or salary. Linear income is directly 
proportional to the number of hours invested in it (eg. 40 hrs. of pay for 40 hrs. of work)... 

But one of the great rewards of residual income is that once things are set in motion, you continue 
making money from your initial efforts, while gaining time to devote to other things in your life. 

We are not against earning some good, honest, "one-shot" linear income... But given a choice, which 
would you rather do?  

Work hard and get paid only once, through linear income? 

Or get paid continuously, through residual income - perhaps for years or even the rest of your life - for 
the initial work you performed only once with our System (just a couple of hours and that would be it!) 



You never had it so good..... 

Here You'll Discover: 

 
o How you can generate a dream income online, and never sell anything to anyone! 

  
o How and why technical experience doesn't matter! 

  
o How we do all the hard work so you don't have to! 

  
o How to use the power of social networking to reach thousands - maybe millions - 

of paying members (they pay you) at virtually no cost. 
  

o How to have a highly profitable online business with no inventory, no staff and no 
headaches. 
  

o How super easy it is to have this System running for you on automatic within 
minutes. And we'll show you how you can do it form home, Paris, London, Rome, 
or Hawaii. You can run this from anywhere! While profiting BIG! 

  



"There are millions trying for a piece of the big dream of financial independence...  
Just the fact that you came to this site now means you have  a very important resource within your grasp, right 
here, to easily achieve your dream. This will make you a winner! " -Jack M. Hopkins 

 

 

You've been Given  

the Freedom to Get Rich 

WARNING! Failure to join now could rob you of  
this legitimate opportunity..... 

Do you want to be able to take time off whenever you want to, while you continue to make money 

without any extra effort on your part?  

Yes?! So does everyone else! 

Passive, recurring or residual income is like "being promoted".  It is an income that does not 
require your direct involvement where you actually earn more while working less.  

If you want to earn a lot more, work a lot less, and receive a good passive recurring monthly income, 
you're going to have get into the flow of an income stream that does not require your direct 
involvement.  



Until you can remove yourself from being directly involved in doing the heavy work that generates the 
income -like linear income is-, there's always going to be a limit to how much you can earn, and if it 
increases it can only do so very slowly. 

Whether you're just starting to do business on the net... or you've been doing it for a while... 

The sooner you shift to our proven money making model of the Casherator Automated System and 
set up a passive income for yourself, the sooner you will achieve personal and financial freedom.  

Making Money with this First-Class Plan is 

 Ridiculously Easy! 

Our Powerful Cash Generator System with its 
wonderful spillover effect through the Forced Matrix and its secured Position on the 
Permanent Pay Pool Cycler will continue growing exponentially as a baby sapling growing roots 
into the ground that extends farther and wider than you can imagine. 

The logical addition of this is that, by joining right now during Pre-Launch you will be one of the very 
first ones placed at the very top,  where this doubling effect can happen in only hours (or even 
minutes) and it will quickly have hundreds or thousands of people involved under you!  

It doesn't matter if you are a  newbie who got your first computer yesterday, or an Internet guru... you 
WILL make money with this, insane amount of money!  

For way less effort and way less cost than any other opportunity out there.... You 

Too Can Now Be Part of this  

Amazing Solidarity of Success! 

Novice members can see in our Casherator (Cash Generator) System the terrific advantage to stay 



with the program,  because they can earn commissions even if they don't 
bring in new members.  

The reason the Casherator System works better than any other money making system, is because of 
its two proven money generating Systems that basically guarantee continuous expansion for 
all participating members.  

It creates a kind of solidarity between the top and better performing Members with novice members, 
because they all profit together just from being in the Casherator System. 

NOTE: When you join during Pre-Launch your upline is the company and the biggest heavy 
hitters hitters online, and your downline will be the huge crowd of new coming members that 
will continue to follow.... a definite winning -and very lucrative- factor! 

New comers, as well as those who are experienced, find out that our Superior System is the best 
way to grow and prosper rapidly.... Making this a very enticing opportunity for someone struggling 
in these current economical times. 
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Relax Knowing Abundance is Yours Now 

Earn Instant Cash Daily  
Increase it on Automatic (without you ever lifting a finger) every month!  

Will $1,000+, $3,000+ make a big difference in your life right now? 

You might say, "well, that is not a lot of money". But could that amount of 
money every month help you take some worry out of your life?  

Could that be the basis for a whole new start in your life? You bet it can!  

Do you also realize that when you get into the Casherator Automated System and when it starts 
putting money in your pocket daily and thousands of dollars every month, that it is just the beginning?  

Let me make it easy for you to see here....  

"This embarrassingly easy, ridiculously low priced, totally automated 1-2-3-you're-done 
System gives any average Joe the ability to bank good honest profits online"  
- Jennie Gardner 

Need to make More Money Fast? 

Profit from Two Payout Plans in One! 

1) Casherator's Worldwide Power-Pool Cash Cycler 
Your FIRST Payout Structure. 

Your One time entry of just $19.95 Now ASSURES YOU a top and permanent position in our Worldwide Pool 

where you literally get paid for JUST BEING in it, for doing nothing! 

 



It does not depend on you bringing in anybody in order to get paid because it goes by the amount of people who 

come into the whole Company!  

It is like waiting in line to go down the slide at the water park. Once you get to the top you quickly 
cycle through, earning you an ever-increasing income for just being a participant. 

HOW IT WORKS FOR YOU: 

1. The first time you Cycle through our Worldwide Power-Pool you make $62, just for your 
spot in the Pool, minus two re-entry fees of $6 each (this is all done automatically for 
You!) Therefore you get a total of $50 at this point. 

2. The second time you Cycle through the  Worldwide Power-Pool you make $124, just for 
your spot in the Pool, minus four re-entry fees of $6 each (this is all done automatically 
for You!) Here you get a total of $100 then.  

3. The third time you Cycle through the Worldwide Power-Pool you make $248, just for 
your spot in the Pool, minus eight re-entry fees of $6 each (this is all done automatically 
for You!) So you get a total of $200 at this time. 

4. And so on and so forth....  the System always automatically re-entering you into the next cycle and 

doubling up your earnings. 

 

You are always automatically re-entered under the next person in line who hasn't yet been paid, 
cycling and doubling your last earnings once more, so you will continually get paid GOOD MONEY 
just for being in the pool!  

 

There is no limit to how many times you can cycle in a certain period 
of time, it could be within a month, a week, or even a day! Doubling 
your earnings each time. 

 

 

It all depends on how fast the new members join in....The faster 
they join the faster the Worldwide Power-Pool cycles, the faster 
you continue to make money from the Pool. 



 

There is also no limit to the amount of money you can earn in the 
Casherator's Worldwide Power-Pool Cash Cycler. 

Here too you can see the benefit of joining right now, during this Super Hot Pre-Launch phase. 
The sooner you join, the quicker more and more people come in after you, the more rapidly you will 
cycle each time.  

The line goes by the date and time that you paid so, if you are slow in joining, you'll end 
up  having thousands of people in front of you who took action right away.  
 
 

"You'll be resting in the assurance of 
earning plenty to finally get relief from the survival 
struggles that affects most people now days... If you are 
reading this you have earned the right to this amazing 
opportunity TODAY!"- James Pettle 

2) Cashertor's Worldwide Forced Matrix 
      Your SECOND Payout Structure!  

Through our advanced 3x8 Forced Matrix, you, as our Elite Member will have the opportunity to Earn 
Cash Daily and up to $9,840 each and every month. 

Basically, once you have joined, make sure you get at least three people to join in after you.

 May be an hour or two of "work" tops, and you guarantee yourself a 
wonderful passive income for life!   
 
OR you can also expect the spillover, which can bring those three under you without any 
effort on your part... but why wait when you can make this happen SUPER FAST by just 



sending people to your site?!  

Do you really understand that it'll keep growing daily? A continuity that will happen, passively 
and on automatic, till you reach the very handsome monthly income of $9,840!  

Of course, this will happen much faster for Charter Members! These are our Members who join now during 
Pre-Launch,  and because of their position at the very top, they will receive the instant advantage of 

the rapid masses of incoming new members after them!  

Really! You don't have to do anything else, if you don't want to. Just put in a couple of hours now, and don't do 

any more if you are happy with the amount of money you are getting, and profit each and every month from 

then on! Bottom line: Once you are in, you get paid for your initial effort of inviting people to check out your 

site and then you get paid repeatedly each month, without any extra effort on your part. 

 

 You also get paid, over and over again, for the efforts of others in your line! 

Casherator's Traditional Worldwide Power Forced Matrix 
Earnings will happen for you after you have 3 members directly under you, whether these members are 

personally brought in by you, by your upline or from spill over.  

Level     Members Your Ever Increasing Earnings 

1 3 You Make $3.00  

2 9 You Make $12.00  

3 27 You Make $39.00  

4 81 You Make $120.00  

5 243 You Make $363.00  

6 729 You Make $1,092.00  

7 2,187 You Make $3,279.00  

8 6,561 You Make $9,840.00  

You can expect daily payouts and a recurring income of at least 
$9,840.00 Each Month! 

 

 

HOW TO COLLECT TWICE AS MUCH 

FOR EVER! 



Check out our Unique ONE Time Blessing For You ONLY for a very short time !   

SUPER SPECIAL OFFER: personally sponsor at least 12 BEFORE  the cash in date on 
December 18th 2011 at midnight, EST and your account will be increased, immediately, by 
200% and it will  keep doubling from then on, for life or as long as you remain an Elite 
Subscribing Member!  

Casherator's Super Special Worldwide Power Forced Matrix  

Double earnings will happen immediately, for you, after you have personally brought in 12 

new members, regardless of what level they enter because of other new members placed in 

your group from upline and downline activity.  

You get paid twice as much for the amount of people in your matrix, daily, as new members 

come in, and monthly, as they automatically renew their subscription. 

If you really want to experience the independence of debt free living, if you really want to outsmart 
this challenging economy, if you really want to fill your pockets daily with passive effort-free money....

 

Then go for the fastest, easiest way that guarantees you an outstanding monthly income:  Join 
now during Pre-Launch, you'll be placed at the Very Top of the matrix (the company's 
crowd  following after you!) and ensure your three on your first line, even if they are put there 
by the people in your upline through the power of our Forced matrix!  

Or better yet: personally sponsor 12 before December 18th 2011 at midnight, EST, who join in your 

line, regardless where they enter in your matrix, and increase the money in your account by 200%  

You'll make loads of money. They'll make loads of money. You all will live better.  

You'll be happier and you'll make people happier... and what could be more wonderful than 
that?!  

I believe we can both agree now that our Casherator System with its Power-Pool Cycler and its 
Power Matrix can seriously make a big improvement in your life!.  

  

http://www.casherator.com/multiplier/


 

Your Super Exclusive Reward  

as our Elite Charter Member 

You will also be given a permanent position in 
our very exclusive Casherator's Advertising 
Promotions FOR LIFE, TOTALLY FREE OF 
CHARGE. What this means is that we will 
promote Your site via our 24/7 promotional 
methods, once we officially Launch.  
 
We will be averaging hundreds of thousands of 
hot prospects daily through our online and offline 
state-of-the-art advertisements, including on cell 
phones... BUT 

You Must Join Before 

Wednesday, November 30, 
2011 

 to obtain these extra special 
bonuses! 

 

  

 

"Just a one time small effort of telling my personal 
online friends about the Casherator System and the 
results have far surpassed all my expectations.... 
$513.00 in less than 48 hours, I call that awesome" -
Arnold Rogers  

 
You Will Always Win 
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Everything is in Place for  
Your Assured Success 

Would you put in merely $19.95 for your guaranteed daily payouts and monthly income of $9,840.00 
and more ? 
  
Yes! Of course, you would! 

Then, get started today by following these three easy steps: 

 

- 

Sign up with the Casherator's 
Automated System (One time 
fee of only $19.95) 

 

- 

Tell about your Casherator's 
Automated System site to 
those close contacts in your 
personal list. This will actually be 

your only one-time "effort"... but even 
if your fail to do this you will still profit, 
amazing!  

 

- 

You'll soon have three New 
Members directly under you... Cash 
in!!! NOTE: Keep in mind  these new 
members can be placed there by your 
direct effort or by courtesy of our 
super fast moving Forced Matrix and 
its remarkable spill over action. 

Once you have taken the above steps you can sit back and look forward to your daily profits and your 
recurring monthly earnings grow on automatic. 

Also when you chose to send more new prospects to your site and gain 
more new members, your income will continue to explode each time even more, over and over 
again.... 



But consider this: with the Casherator's Automated System even if you do not collect all the three new 
members from your site, you will receive a spillover as another member gains more than three new 
members or when the System have new sign ups without a referral link, these will automatically 
spillover to people who still need their 3 new members. 

Therefore, You Will Always Win either way.  

 

 

The Proven Lazy Way to a  

Serious Hands-Free Income For Life! 

Listen, you don't have to be a prisoner of circumstances anymore. You can take control of your life, 
and make your dreams come true. 
 
Your bottom line is this: 
 

Here's What This Will Do For You: It guarantees you the opportunity of daily profits and an 
ever increasing monthly income, basically effort free.  

Here's What You're Getting: A tremendous automated proven system that gives you three 
verified ways of assuring your earnings for life. 

Here's What You Get to Invest For All Of This: A one time out-of-pocket fee of only 
$19.95!  
 

http://www.casherator.com/joinnow/


Here's The Truth: The truth of the matter is that none of these fantastic things will happen 
to you unless you take action.  

In order for you to get what you want out of life, you have to take it. You have to get going now.  
 

After all, the door to your freedom is here, but you still have to open it! 
 
Here I am, at the end of the tunnel, shining a beacon of light back to you, saying "C'mon, friend, let 
me help you escape your financial trap!"  
 
And it is really, really smart to join immediately because of the outstanding  
Pre-Launch opportunity presently going on. 
 
So take the appropriate action and sign up now to prevent regret from happening. 
 
To your imminent success, 
 

Alexander Givens 

And Your Casherator Team 
 
P.S.-  As this letter comes to a close, imagine your income transforming under your very eyes. 
Imagine how every aspect of your life can dramatically and almost instantly improve all 
because of your Casherator's membership and participation. Don't delay, get on the Top of the 
List TODAY and be one of the first ones to cash in big, over, and over again. 
 
P.P.S. - Remember, whether you choose this program or not, if you continue doing the same things 
you will see the same results. You MUST take action and change the game up. 
 
P.P.P.S - With our full 30-day no questions asked, no hassle, no inkling of resistance guarantee, you 
really have nothing at all to lose. The risk is now gone. The only thing left waiting is opportunity. Seize 
it today! 
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OUR MISSION STATEMENT: 

"To consider our members interests as more important than our own, because success 
comes from looking out for the people who work with us. To constantly improve our system 

and our service, not settling for anything else than excellence, because when we make more 
excellent choices we achieve more results, we bring more excellent kind of people and we 

create greater prosperity for all. To always have integrity as the foundation of everything we 
do because having integrity means living a whole life. No integrity equals a divided life, a life 

of failures and/or pains.  When we live a life of integrity we are wholly truthful, we are fully 
living".  Alexander Givens and Your Casherator's Partners 
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